Chapter Three
OUR JOANIS ANCESTORS

Unlike our Lapointe ancestors, family
knowledge of our Joanis line has been largely
non-existent. There was no family tree or oral
history passed down through the generations.
Most relatives of my generation did not know
the name of the Joanis line was Depoca dit
Joanis. So, researching the family was a revelation in many respects.
Our only connection growing up was
through Grandma Bernadette. Some of us
vaguely remember her mother Délina Quévillon Joanis Gauthier. What I remember most
was talk about the family in Rockland and being confused when my mother would talk

about Grandma Gauthier. Where did Gauthier fit in?
The first interesting fact I should relay is
that, through our Joanis line and related ancestors by marriage, I and cousins of my generation, are 15th generation Canadians. We trace
our heritage back to Louis Hébert, a colleague
of Champlain and the first non-indigenous
colonist in Canada. We are the oldest “first
generation” Canadians. There are no 16th generation Canadians in our age group.
Also, early Joanis generations were not
farmers. They were tradesmen, entrepreneurs and businessmen. Jean-Baptiste Depoca

Map of the Bayonne area of southwestern France showing Jean Depoca’s birth town of Cambo-les-Bains
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Direct line ancestors of Mark Cullen to Jean-Baptiste Depoca and Marie-Louise Paquet
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was a cordonnier, a high-class shoe and boot
maker, who later became a merchant, and then
operated a timber-cutting business. Later generation trades were blacksmith and weaver.
Then farming for some. However, most of our
Joanis people in the 1800s worked in sawmilling, ending up as millwrights in charge of mill
operations. They were also farmers on the side
and employed in the timber industry in winter. These were our Joanis people in Angers,
Rockland and Clarence Creek.
Origins in France
Our first Joanis ancestor arrived in New
France about 1730, some 70 years after Nicolas
Audet. Much change had occurred in the interim period. The population had expanded
fifteen-fold to about 34,000, settlement had
pushed further inland, the Montreal area had
attracted more settlers, and the fur trade economy of the 17th century continued to broaden
its reach west and south on the continent. It
was an ideal time for industrious Frenchmen
to emigrate to the new land.
Jean Depoca and Jeanne Hiriat, our 7th great
grandparents, resided in Cambo-les-Bains, Bayonne in French Basque country. The town is
about 20km southeast of Biarritz, just north of
the Spanish border. Both the Depoca and
Joanis names were used in the Cambo-lesBains area, and the surname for several generations in Canada was Depoca dit Joannis.
We have attempted to trace Jean and Jeanne
in France without success. Few church records
exist for that area and timeframe. Nor have we
been able to find any genealogist with details
of our Joanis ancestry in France.

Jean Baptiste’s signatures 1743, 1750 and 1766

Joannis, Joanisse, Joannisse, Joanice, Jwanish,
Jonice and Jaunees. Depocas and Joannis were
the prevailing spellings until about 1850.
Some spelling variations arose from parish
priests writing phonetically in church birth,
marriage and death records; others from census recording by English-speaking enumerators. My personal take on the Joanisse spelling
is that many people, on hearing Joanis pronounced as “Joanissss” would spell it as Joanisse.
A further finding is that even our ancestors
used spelling variations in their signatures
(See Jean-Baptiste’s signatures above). Grandma Bernadette Joanis signed her name Joanisse on her marriage record.
The use of Depoca declined by the late 1800s
and, at time of writing, there were only a
handful of Depoca individuals in Canada. The
spelling of Joanis was changed by many to
Joanisse by the 1900s and this is now the more
prevalent spelling across Canada by three-toone. Both Joanis and Joanisse are used today
in Rockland, Clarence Creek and Outaouais
where many descendants reside.
In my family tree data, I have used Depoca,
Depocas dit Joanis and Joanis spellings.

The Depoca dit Joanis name

Jean-Baptiste Depoca (1707-1792)
Marie-Louise Paquet (1719-1771)

In various records researched in France and
Canada, there are many spelling variations for
Depoca and Joanis. We have noted Dopoukha,
Depoca, Depocas, Depocat, Depouca, Depauca, Depaucas and Despocas, and Joanis,

It was at Cambo-les-Bains that our first Canadian Joanis ancestor, Jean-Baptiste Depoca,
son of Jean and Jeanne, was born in 1707.
Nothing is known of Jean-Baptiste’s life in
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with Europe. In this environment, commerce thrived and Jean-Baptiste
likely prospered as a cordonnier. No doubt he was
industrious, creative and
skillful, especially with
his hands. He had some
schooling given his ability to write and the quality of his penmanship, capabilities that few of his
descendants were to develop.
In 1737 Jean-Baptiste
married
Marie-Louise
Paquet in Quebec. She
was a third generation
Canadienne whose grandparents settled in Quebec
Depoca-Paquet marriage record 1738 Notre Dame Parish, Quebec
City in the mid-1600s. In
1741, Marie-Louise’s father gave them 80 arFrance. Yet he must have been an adventurer
pents
of
land
in
Notre-Dame-des-Anges
Seiof sorts to be attracted to the new world. It
3
gneurie, east of Quebec. The property
was between 1730 and 1735 that he immifronted on the St. Lawrence River. The Seigrated and settled in Quebec where he worked
1
gneurie bordered the St. Charles River and
as a master shoemaker . It’s quite possible he
the St. Lawrence River and included Charleswas recruited as a settler because of his trade.
bourg. Whether Jean-Baptiste and MarieA note about the Basque people: they were
Louise ever occupied this property is unfishermen, whalers and traders who had plied
known. It seems that Jean-Baptiste’s title to
the Canadian east coast waters since the 1400s.
this land was not fully secure, as later in 1741,
Despite being familiar with the territory, it is
he sued a number of parties, including his
surprising they did not settle in New France in
brother-in-law François, regarding ownerlarger numbers. In the 18th century, there
ship of the property. After two years of litigawere only 124 permanent residents of Basque
tion, the actions were unsuccessful, and predescent in the St. Lawrence Valley, thus ranksumably, Jean-Baptiste was unable to take
ing the Basque region 20th among French
possession of the property.4
provinces having supplied settlers to the new
We learn more about our ancestor from ancountry.2
other document on file at Archives Quebec. It
Early days
shows that Jean-Baptiste was sued in 1743 by
Quebec merchant Jean Dumont for payment
of an outstanding account. The court ruled in
Quebec was New France’s most populous
centre, the seat of church and state. Its position
Dumont’s favour and awarded a sum of 89 lias a military fortress and seaport provided sevres, but decided that expenses of 13 livres
curity for the settlers and a growing fur trade
and 15 sols should be shared equally.5
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Move to Yamaska
About 1745 the family relocated to St. Michel
parish in Yamaska, east of Sorel. Whether his
business in Quebec was in trouble, or he
sought greater opportunity elsewhere, is unknown. But Jean-Baptiste demonstrated a
willingness to take risk and move, and it
would be the first of two such moves for the
family. Daughter Geneviève was born in
Yamaska in 1748.
Through records of a lawsuit brought by
Jean-Baptiste against one of his customers in
1749, we learn that he had become a commerciant, some type of merchant or trader.6 It is not
known if this was related to shoemaking. In
the lawsuit, he was awarded 270 livres.
On to Île Jésus
Shortly thereafter, the family was on the move
again, this time to Saint-Vincent-de-Paul par-

ish on the southeast end of Île Jésus near Montreal, today part of Laval. Jean-Baptiste’s migration from Quebec and Yamaska to Île Jésus
was not unique, but was not the normal course
for habitants of the era. At 300 km (in two
moves), this would have been a major effort,
the furthest move of any of our Joanis ancestors until the 20th century, and probably in answer to a program by the church to spur colonization in the Montreal area.
Île Jésus, 34 km long, up to 10 km wide, and
bounded by two channels of the Ottawa River,
Rivière-des-Mille-Îles on the north and Rivière-des-Prairies on the south, was first granted
as a Seigniory in 1636 to the Jesuits, and
named after them. Little colonization took
place during this period due to continuing
hostilities with the Iroquois. In 1672 François
Berthelot, a French aristocrat, acquired the island. In 1675, Bishop Laval traded his lands on
Île d’Orléans to Berthelot for cash plus Île

Jean-Baptiste Depoca dit Joanis map of residences 1730-1792
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Vincent-de-Paul as an important centre of Île Jésus. In the document, JeanBaptiste’s occupation is listed as a negotiant. To go from cordonnier to
marchand to negotiant indicates a progression to a more involved business
activity 8 . He may have constructed a
sawmill at this location.
In August 1753 Intendant Bigot settled a dispute between Louis Lepage
de Sainte-Claire, curé at Ste-Rose-deLima, François Maisonneuve, militia
captain on Île Jésus and Jean-Baptiste
regarding wood cut for Jean-Baptiste.9
Two men on a sledge with logs - painted by James Duncan c1860
In January 1754, Bigot ordered JeanA log hauling method likely used by Jean-Baptiste Depoca
Baptiste to compensate Seigneur
Jésus, after which a program of land concesDumont 600 livres for oak timber cut illegally
sions to colonists commenced. Five years later,
on his seigneurie, as well as to pay a fine of 50
the island became controlled by the Séminaire
livres to be used in the building of the church
de Québec. Over the next 175 years, most of
at Ste-Rose. At the time, Dumont was an abthe lands were granted to settlers under the
sentee owner and his interests were being
seigneurial tenure system. In 1854, that system
looked after by the curé Lepage de Saintewas abolished for new grants. Île Jésus’ econClaire.10 The judgement amount is consideraomy was mostly agrarian and the island beble for the era and indicative of the extent of
came known as the “garden of Montreal”. 7
the transgression and the amount of timber inSaint-Vincent-de-Paul had been established
volved. It would seem Jean-Baptiste had an
in 1740 and was the third parish on the island.
extensive operation overseeing timber cutting
The economy was growing and the availabiland distribution.
ity of land concession grants is the likely reaWe have found additional information
son for Jean-Baptiste’s relocation. Most probaabout Jean-Baptiste and Marie-Louise in
bly he obtained a land concession from the seichurch records. Their nine children born after
gneur. Now a trader, it seems his entrepre1750 were baptized at Saint-Vincent-de-Paul.
neurial flair led him into timber cutting. The
Of their 14 children, at least half died before
Île Jésus area was largely wooded at the time
the age of three and two others in their teens.
and farmers and others took to clearing land
Three of their infant children died in one week
for the valuable timber.
in August 1751, likely from diphtheria which
In February 1752, Jean-Baptiste purchased a
spread through New France that year.
20’ x 25’ house made of timber and stone at a
Jean-Baptiste was still dealing in the 1750s.
cost of 1,000 livres, payable 500 livres at purIn
1756, he owed 963 livres to Louis Briquet
chase and the balance the following DecemLefébvre of Longueil, another negotiant.11
ber. The property was located on Ruisseau de la
Jean-Baptiste and Marie-Louise lived on Île
Pinière (Pine Creek), which flows into Rivière
Jésus
the rest of their lives. Marie-Louise died
des Prairies.
in 1771 in Saint-Vincent-de-Paul. One year
This was full price for those days, so the lolater, Jean-Baptiste was in dire financial diffication must have been prime real estate. The
culty. Perhaps one of his creditors sought a
timing coincided with an expansion of Saint-
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Jean Baptiste Depoca burial record Ste. Rose 1792

court action for payment. An inventory
showed that he had assets of 2,604 livres, including property valued at 1,300 livres. However, his debts and other expenses amounted
to 2,526 livres, leaving him with less than 100
livres – essentially a pauper.12 See Appendix 3.
How he lived the remaining 20 years of his
life is not known. He did not remarry. He may
have lived with his son Louis in St. Martin or
with his daughter, Marie-Louise Farrell, in
Saint-Vincent-de-Paul. Yet, he died in SteRose-de-Lima on Île Jésus in 1792. Why he was
there when he died, is also not known.
Only two of his children, Marie-Louise and
Louis, outlived Jean-Baptiste, a singular example of the rigours with which our ancestors
struggled. At 85 years and 2 months of age,
Jean-Baptiste was our longest living direct
male Joanis ancestor. To be able to survive so
long dealing with the many perils of the settler’s life in 18th century New France, testifies to the strength of purpose and resilience of the man.13

could not write, we assume, as the eldest,
he began helping his father with his business on Île Jésus at an early age. At some
point, he would have commenced apprenticing as a blacksmith, for in many documents from later in his life, he is noted as
forgeron or maître forgeron.
Sometime before 1766, Louis moved to
Sault-au-Récollet on the north side of
Montreal Island 14 . It was situated on the
shore of Rivière-des-Prairies, opposite
Saint-Vincent-de-Paul, and was named after
the Récollet missionaries who accompanied
Champlain on his early explorations of the
area.
In 1766, at age 23, he married Marie-Louise
Lemay dite Delorme in La Visitation church,
which had been constructed in 1749. They had
four children, only one of whom, our 4th great
grandfather Jean-Baptiste, survived to adulthood. Three died in the year of their birth.
During this time, Louis’ blacksmith business
must have been growing and successful. In
June 1771, he and Marie-Louise were able to
borrow 1,124 chelins (shillings, about £5615) to
fund the purchase of merchandise.
Marie-Louise died of unknown cause in 1772
at age 26.
The following year, Louis married MarieJosèphte Valade, likely in Sault-au-Récollet.

Louis Depoca dit Joanis (1743-1817)
Marie-Louise Lemay dite Delorme (17461772)
Our next generation ancestor was Louis,
the fourth and eldest living child of JeanBaptiste and Marie-Louise, born in Quebec in 1743. He was Depoca on his baptism record, but Joannis on his marriage
record. Raised in Quebec, Yamaska and
Saint-Vincent-de-Paul, he probably had
some elementary schooling. But, as he

Village of Sault-au-Récollet, Oct 10 1839
Canadian School
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Jean-Baptiste Depoca Inventory 5 April 1772 Page 1
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Jean-Baptiste Depoca Inventory 5 April 1772 Page 2
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Jean-Baptiste Depoca Inventory 5 April 1772 Page 3
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Jean-Baptiste Depoca Inventory 5 April 1772 Page 4
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BAnQ; sale contract between Docité
Dumont and Alexandre Lapointe, dated
March 8, 1880 notary A-P Beaulieu, contract No. 778
BAnQ; purchase contract between W. W.
Thomas and Anastasie Gagné, dated
March 14, 1880, notary A-P Beaulieu,
contract No. 781
BAnQ; purchase contract between W. W.
Thomas and Alexandre Lapointe, dated
June 7, 1881 notary A-P Beaulieu, No. 876
1881 Census of Canada, Quebec, District
41 Temiscouata, sub-district t, Ste-Rosedu-Dégelé, page 4
Montreal: Her Past, Present and Future; her
History from 1535 to 1889, Chaput Frères,
proprietors of The Mercantile Agency,
Montreal, 1890, page 178; the population
of Ste. Rose is noted at 200
BAnQ; sale agreement dated 16 October
1884, by which Octave Lapointe sold the
flour mill to Thomas Bheurer; notary Joseph Kane, No. 5308.
BAnQ; donation agreement between Alexandre Lapointe and Octave Lapointe,
dated October 18, 1884; notary Cléophe
Cimon, contract No. 5311
1891 Census of Canada, Quebec,
Temiscouata County, Ste-Rose-du-Dégelé, page 32
BAnQ, will dated July 23, 1896, notary AP Beaulieu, No. 2487; see Appendix 2
BAnQ; contract between Anastasie’s heirs
and son-in-law Joseph Têtu; dated 20 November 1900, notary Joseph Foisy, No.
1158
BAnQ; two purchases 7 July 1874 and 5
April 1879; notary A-P Beaulieu, No. 101
and 686
LAC; File 797-1878, application for PO on
Temiscouata Road, Co. Temiscouata RG3
Vol 130 page 6 Reel T-2400
Gazette of Quebec, Vol XLIII, No 10,
11 March 1911, page 631,
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Gazette of Quebec, Vol XLV, No 3, 18 January, 1913, pages 143-144, collections
.banq.qc.ca; see Appendix 2
BAnQ, lease agreement dated February 7,
1876, notary Michel Honoré St. Jorre No.
3359
ancestry.ca page 5 of 36; 1881 census Canada, Quebec, Temiscouata, Cacouna Village, page 8
familysearch.org, 1900 United States census,
Fall River, Massachusetts, Sheet 5A, GS
film #1240634
BAnQ, donation agreement dated October
27, 1881, gift of Alexandre to Octave,
notary A-P Beaulieu, No. 925
BAnQ; sale agreement dated 31 July 1883,
by which Henri Boulianne sold a flour mill
to Octave Lapointe; notary Joseph Kane,
No. 5017.
Montreal: Her Past, Present and Future; her
History from 1535 to 1889, page 178
BAnQ, inventory of assets and debts of Maria Dufour dated 21 December, 1897 prepared for the creditors of Dufour and the
late Octave Lapointe; notary A.P. Beaulieu, No. 2606
BAnQ, notary Langlais, No. 4608 dated 5
August, 1898; the sheriff reported on the
sale of Octave’s lands
Waters, page 230
Waters, page 238; Florence Turner Jones
letter to Marjory Waters dated Nov 6, 1959
Letter from Pauline Turner Cullen to Lesley Cullen, April 2004
Ibid
Waters, Charlotte Whitton letter dated
October 1, 1953, page 219.
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It is a remarkable coincidence that two of our
first-to-Canada ancestors, Jean-Baptiste
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Depoca and Holden Turner, were master
shoemakers, the former a cordonnier and the
latter a cordwainer
The Multicultural Canada website contains
several pages about the origin of the Basque
people and their settlement in Canada; multiculturalcanada.ca
BAnQ, notarial document dated April 4, 1741
royal notary M. Rageot, Jacques Paquet donated land to Jean-Baptiste Depoca
BAnQ, documents CR301, P2132
BAnQ, notarial document dated October 29,
1743 BAnQ reference TL1, S11, SS1, D84, P47
BAnQ, notarial document TL3, S11, P3985
dated August 30, 1749
This brief on Île Jésus is summarized from
Ville de Laval: Quelques Pages D’Histoire
Paroisses et Villages anciens de L’Île Jésus;
BAnQ and Ville de Laval, 2001
BAnQ, sale agreement dated 21 February
1752, by which Pierre Labelle sold a property to Jean-Baptiste Depoca; notary
Charles-François Coron, No. 1368
BAnQ, decision 14 August 1753 by intendant
Bigot with Father Louis Lepage de Ste. Clair,
curé of Ste Rose de Lima of Île Jésus,
François Maisonneuve, captain of the militia
of Île Jésus and Jean-Baptiste Depoca for
wood cut for Jean-Baptiste at the mill owned
by Lepage de Ste. Clair and Maisonneuve,
document E1, S1, P4137
BAnQ documents E1, S1, P4151
BAnQ, contract dated June 22, 1756; notary
Pierre Panet de Meru No. 126
BAnQ, inventory of Jean-Baptiste Depauca
dated April 5, 1772, notary Jean-MarieR. Chatellier, no. 511; see Appendix 3
The other direct male ancestors, in descending order, are Louis (84 years 3
months), Jean-Baptiste (62/3), Louis
(84/10), Pierre Jules (84/10) and Jules
(37/2). Our female ancestors in the Joanis
line: Marie-Louise Paquet (51/7), MarieLouise Lemay dite Delorme (about 26
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years), Marie-Claire Robert (69/2), Marie-Anne Marengère (about 85 years),
Domithilde Maisonneuve (69/3), Marie
Délina Quévillon (100/11) and Bernadette Joanis (87/1).
The watercolour of Sault-au-Récollet on
this page, artist unknown, is owned by
the author
Until 1717, the value of the currency
c in New France was 75% of that prevailing in France; subsequently, the
value of the two currencies became
equivalent; 1 livre = 20 sols; 1 sol = 12
deniers. After 1760, the British monetary system was imposed in New
France. The basis used was the Halifax
pound, which was divided into 20 shillings of 12 pence each: £1 = 20 shillings;
1 shilling = 12 pence; 1 guinea = 21 shillings. By about 1800, £1 = 20 livres; 1 piastre = 5-6 livres; 1 livre, franc or shilling
= 20 sols
BAnQ, notarial agreement dated 5
February, 1773, notary Jean-Marie R.
Chatellier
BAnQ; mention of this sale is made in
document No. 3191 notary Joseph
Papineau dated 3 April 1801
BAnQ, notarial agreement
dated 10 November, 1781, sale of property by Louis Depocas dit Joanisse and
Marie Josèphe Valade to Jacques Coulon,
notary Joseph Gabrion, No. 3235; see Appendix 3
BAnQ, the purchase of the property and its
sale is referred to in the concession document dated 21 February, 1797; notary Louis
Chaboillez, No. 2334
Ancestry.ca, marriage contract dated 23
April 1772, notary Antoine Foucher, No.
7030; see Appendix 3
Ancestry.ca, Quebec Canada, Notarial
Records, 1626-1935, notary Pierre-Rémi
Gagnier, 16 November, 1799, No. 2938
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